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Abstract
I review recent results on NLO calculations in QCD for inclusive jet production
in γ∗γ-scattering at e+e− colliders. I discuss the region of largeQ2 (DIS regime)
and the transition to small Q2 (virtual photoproduction regime). The limit to
real photoproduction is performed and compared with existing calculations.
1 Introduction
Recently, considerable progress has been made in investigating the structure of the virtual
photon in jet production from eP scattering at HERA experimentally [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and
on the theoretical side calculations are available in LO [6, 7, 8] and NLO [9, 10, 11, 12]. It
is well-known that the real photon can not only couple directly to the charge of the bare
quarks but can also fluctuate into a bound state und thus serve as a source of quarks and
gluons. This resolved component is described by a parton distribution function (PDF) of
the real photon. The resolved component of the virtual photon deviates from that of the
real photon in that it has a Q2-dependence. If Q2 is large compared to the transverse jet
energy ET , the resolved component of the virtual photon is believed to be negligable. Since
so far only limited data exist on the structure of the virtual photon [13], the modeling
of the Q2-behaviour of the virtual photon PDF is still rather ambiguous. Two groups
have provided LO parametrizations of the virtual photon PDF that fit the data [13],
namely Glu¨ck, Reya and Stratmann [14] (GRS), and Schuler and Sjo¨strand [15] (SaS).
The GRS group has also calculated the virtual photon PDF’s in NLO, but unfortunately
no parametrization is available. In the limiting case Q2 → 0, the virtual photon PDF’s
reproduce the real photon PDF’s.
An alternative way to test the structure functions of the virtual photon is in the
reaction γ∗(Q2) + γ(P 2 = 0) → jets + X , which can be obtained at e+e− colliders by
single-tag experiments. Presently, these kind of experiments are carried out at LEP [16].
The virtuality of the probing photon Q2 has to be sufficiently small in comparison with ET
to allow for a hadronic component in the virtual photon. The real photon with virtuality
P 2 ≃ 0 has both a direct pointlike and a resolved hadronic part. Jet production in γγ-
scattering with both photons being on-shell has been studied for some time experimentally
[17, 18] and NLO calculations are available [19, 20, 21, 22]. The comparison between
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theory and experiment is rather satisfactory (see e.g. [23]). Here I review the calculations
presented in [10, 24], which describe jet production in γ∗γ-scattering for large and small
Q2 at NLO QCD level.
The LO process contributing to γ∗γ → jets is given by the direct (D) coupling of the
photons to the charge of the bare quarks, which leads to two final state jets with finite
ET . Both, the real and the virtual photon can be resolved for small Q
2. I denote the
component with a single-resolved real photon as SR, the single-resolved virtual photon
as SR∗ and the contribution with two resolved photons as double resolved (DR). Taking
into account both the transverse and longitudinal polarizations of the virtual photon, the
cross section dσe+e− for e
+e−-scattering is conveniently written as the convolution
dσe+e−
dQ2dyadyb
=
∑
a,b
∫
dxadxbFγ/e−(yb)fb/γ(xb)
α
2piQ2
[
1 + (1− ya)
2
ya
fUa/γ∗(xa)dσab
+
2(1− ya)
ya
fLa/γ∗(xa)dσab
]
(1)
Here, the variables ya, yb describe the momentum fraction of the photons a, b in the elec-
tron and xa, xb describe the momentum fraction of the partons in the photons a, b. The
PDF’s of the real and the virtual photon are fb/γ(xb) and f
U,L
a/γ∗(xa), respectively, where
U and L denote the unpolarized and longitudinally polarized photon contributions. The
direct photon interactions are included in formula (1) through delta functions. For the
direct virtual photon one has the relation fU,La/γ∗dσab = δ(1− xa)dσ
U,L
γ∗b , whereas for the di-
rect real photon the relation is fa/γdσab = δ(1−xb)dσγb, where dσab refers to the partonic
cross section. The function Fγ/e−(yb) describes the spectrum of the real photons emitted
from the electron according to the Weizsa¨cker-Williams approximation [25].
In the following I will first present the NLO results for the region Q2 > E2T and then
will describe the transition to Q2 < E2T .
2 Jet Production in the Deep-Inelastic Region
The deep-inelastic region is characterized by Q2 ≫ E2T , down to a region, where Q
2
∼>E
2
T .
In this region, the virtual photon has only a point-like component and the photon PDF
is given by a delta function, so that eqn (1) reduces to
dσe+e−
dQ2dyadyb
=
∑
a,b
∫
dxbFγ/e−(yb)fb/γ(xb)
α
2piQ2
[
1 + (1− ya)
2
ya
dσUγ∗b +
2(1− ya)
ya
dσLγ∗b
]
(2)
This means, only the D and SR components contribute to the cross sections. The partonic
cross sections in LO consist of two final state particles. The NLO corrections consist of the
virtual and real corrections, which both exhibit characteristic divergencies, which can be
extracted by using e.g. dimensional regularisation. The sum of real and virtual corrections
is finite after factorization of singularities from the initial state. The real corrections for
the D subprocess have been calculated with the phase-space slicing method in [24] and the
subprocesses for the SR component can be taken from the literature on DIS ep-scattering
(see e.g. [26]).
I want to discuss some characteristic results for inclusive single-jet production under
kinematical conditions that will be encountered at LEP2, where the photons are emitted
by colliding electrons and positrons, both having the energy of Ee = 83.25 GeV. For
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Figure 1: Inclusive single-jet cross section dσ1jet/dETdQ
2 integrated over η as a function
of the transverse momentum ET for (a) Q
2 = 10 GeV2 and (b) Q2 = 100 GeV2.
the parton densities of the photon I use the NLO parametrization of Glu¨ck, Reya and
Vogt [27], transformed from the DISγ to the MS scheme with NF = 5 flavors. The
renormalization and factorization scales are set equal to Q. Jets are combined in the final
state according to the Snowmass jet definition [28]. The ET distributions of the single-jet
inclusive cross section
dσ1jet
dETdQ2
=
∫
dη
dσ1jet
dETdQ2dη
(3)
for the Q2-values Q2 = 10 and 100 GeV2 are shown in Fig. 1 a and b. The rapidity is
integrated over the central region |η| < 2 in the hadronic c.m.s. The NLO distributions
of the direct (dashed) and the resolved (dotted) component of the cross section and the
sum (full line) of the two are plotted in the ET -range ET ∈ [3, 11] GeV.
As can be seen, the direct component is the dominant one in the whole ET -range for
the smaller Q2-value. In addition the resolved contribution falls off stronger with rising ET
than the direct component. The stronger fall-off of the resolved component holds for the
large Q2-value as well, but here the resolved component becomes nearly comparable to the
direct contribution for the smallest ET values. This is due to kinematical effect and stems
from the fact that the η-integration is restricted to |η| < 2 (see [24] for details). Since the
resolved contribution is small compared to the direct contribution, there is little hope to
learn about the parton distributions, especially the gluon distributions, in the real photon
from jet production in deep-inelastic eγ-scattering. The fact that the resolved component
is largely suppressed for larger transverse energies ET agrees with the expectation that
the point-like part of the real photon is dominant at large scales.
3 Transition to Real Photons
Now I proceed to the case, where the virtuality Q2 is small compared to the transverse
jet energy ET . In this case, the γ
∗ → qq¯ splitting produces in the phase-space-slicing
method, in the limit of the qq¯-pair being collinear, the logarithm [9, 10]
M = ln
(
1 +
yss
zQ2
)
Pq←γ(z) , (4)
where ys is the phase-space-slicing parameter and s is the partonic cms energy, which is
of the order of ET . The logarithm can be factorized from the cross section. The term
becomes singular for Q2 = 0, which reproduces the real photon case, and then has to be
absorbed into the real photon PDF. This case is also encountered on the real photon side
in the DIS region and is described in [24]. For finite Q2 the logarithm is still large for
Q2 ≪ E2T , which suggests to absorbe a term proportional to ln(M
2
γ/Q
2) in the PDF of
the virtual photon. This is done in such a way that the MS factorization result of the
real photon is obtained in the limit Q2 → 0 [9, 10]. When the leading logarithmic term
is subtracted from the D and SR components, a resolved virtual photon component has
to be added to the cross sections, which leads to the SR∗ and DR contributions. The DR
subprocesses can be taken from [21, 22] and the SR∗ subprocesses follow from the SR ones
for Q2 → 0. The different subprocesses D, SR, SR∗ and DR have been implemented into
the computer program JetViP [12].
In the following I present some numerical results for the LEP conditions descibed
above in the DIS case. Instead of the GRV PDF’s of the real photon, I consider only the
MS-GRS [14] parametrization of the photon PDF here for real and virtual photons. The
number of flavors is set to Nf = 4, adding the contributions from photon-gluon fusion
by fixed order perturbation theory. The renormalization and factorization scales are set
equal to ET , in contrast to the DIS case above, so µR = Mγ = Mγ∗ = ET .
In Fig. 2 a and b the ET spectra for the virtualities Q
2 = 0.058 and 1.0 GeV2 for the
cross section d3σ/dETdηdQ
2 are shown, integrated over the interval −2 ≤ η ≤ 2. The
value Q2eff = 0.058 GeV
2 is chosen as to reproduce the Q2 ≃ 0 case. The SR (lower full)
and SR∗ (dash-dotted) curves coincide in Fig. 2 a, where the real photon is approximated
by the integrated Weizsa¨cker-Williams formula and the virtual photon has the value of
Q2eff . The full cross section (upper full curve) is dominated by the DR component in the
small ET range for the small Q
2 value. For Q2 = 1.0 GeV2, the DR and D contributions
are of the same order around ET = 4 GeV, but the DR component falls off quickly for the
higher ET ’s, leaving the D component as the dominant contribution. This is expected,
since the point-like coupling of the photons is more important for larger ET and Q
2, as in
the DIS case. Since the virtual photon contribution is suppressed for larger Q2 the SR∗
contribution falls below the SR curve when going to higher values of Q2. In all curves,
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Figure 2: Single-jet inclusive cross section integrated over η ∈ [−2, 2]. The upper full
curve is the sum of the D, SR, SR∗ and the DR components. (a) Q2 = 0.058 GeV2; (b)
Q2 = 1.0 GeV2.
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Figure 3: Single-jet inclusive cross section as a function of η for fixed ET = 10 GeV. The
upper full curve is the sum of the D, SR, SR∗ and the DR components. (a) Q2 = 0.058
GeV2; (b) Q2 = 1.0 GeV2; (c) Q2 = 5.0 GeV2; (d) Q2 = 9.0 GeV2.
both SR contributions do not play an important role for the full cross section. Of course,
all contributions decrease with increasing Q2.
I turn to the η-distribution of the single-jet cross section for fixed ET = 10 GeV
between −2 ≤ η ≤ 2 for the virtualities Q2 = 0.058, 1, 5 and 9 GeV2, plotted in Fig. 3 a–d.
The D and DR distributions for the lowest virtuality Q2eff are almost symmetric, because
of the identical energies of the incoming leptons. The SR curve falls off for negative η,
whereas the SR∗ component is suppressed for positive η. Going to higher Q2 values,
the D contribution stays more or less symmetric and dominates the full cross section,
as we have already seen in Fig. 2 for the larger ET values. The components containing
contributions from the resolved virtual photon DR and SR∗ fall of in the region of negative
η so that they become more and more asymmetric. This is clear, since we have chosen
the virtual photon to be incoming from the positive z-direction and the resolved virtual
photon contribution is decreasing for higher virtualities. The DR and SR contributions
are of the same magnitude in the negative η region and the DR component is dominant
for the larger η values, where the resolved photon is more important. The same holds
for the D and SR∗ distributions in the negative η region, only here the D component is
far more dominant than the SR∗ component in the whole η region. In conclusion it is
clear that all four components, especially the D and DR components, are important in
the cross section and thus, in addition to perturbative QCD, the virtual photon PDF can
be testet in low Q2 jet production from γ∗γ-scattering.
Finally, as a cross check of the calculations implemented in the program JetViP [12],
I show a comparison of the four components D, SR, SR∗ and DR in the limit Q2 → 0
with the photoproduction calculations of Kleinwort and Kramer [21, 22, 23] in Fig. 4. For
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Figure 4: Single-jet inclusive cross section integrated over η ∈ [−2, 2] (left) and over
ET > 3 GeV (right). The full line is the DR, the dotted is the D, the dashed is the SR
and the dash-dotted the SR∗ component.
these curves, the Q2 was integrated by using the Weizsa¨cker-Williams approximation [25]
with Q2max = 1 GeV
2. On the left side of Fig. 4 the comparison is made for the dσ/ET
as a function of ET , where the rapidity has been integrated out in η ∈ [−2, 2]. The
dots are the point from Kleinwort and Kramer, whereas the curves are the predictions
from JetViP. One sees a perfect agreement. This very good agreement holds also for the
right of Fig. 4, where dσ/dη is shown as a function of η. The transverse energy has been
integrated out with ET > 3 GeV. These comparisons show, that the subtraction of the
leading logarithmic term has been performed in a consistent way.
4 Conclusions
I have reviewed results on NLO calculations in QCD for inclusive jet production in γ∗γ-
scattering at e+e− colliders. I discussed the region of large Q2 (DIS regime) and the
transition to small Q2 (virtual photoproduction regime). The structure of the virtual
photon can be tested in this reaction, since the DR component plays an important role in
the cross sections. The limit to real photoproduction was performed and the comparison
with existing calculations shows very good agreement.
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